Card Instructions for the Follow Your Bliss Kit
from Maya Road
By Julia Stainton

Card 1
1. Cut 4.25” x 5.5” layer from map paper included in kit. Adhere to card front. Sponge
edges with ink if desired.
2. Using a circle punch, punch pink striped paper. Stamp be brave on circle in black ink.
Adhere to card front using dimensional foam adhesive.
3. Adhere black felt star and red roses to front of circle.
4. Punch leaves from green paper using circle punch. Punch circle then place into punch
again to punch a pointed oval shape to create leaves. Repeat three times. Adhere.
5. Adhere teal tassle.
6. Adhere curved felt arrow.

Card 2
1. Cut 4” x 5.25” layer from green stripe paper. Sponge edges with light brown Distress Ink
if desired. Adhere.
2. Cut 4” x 3.5” strip of paper from dot print. Sponge edges and adhere to middle of card
front.
3. Stamp Always and arrow onto kraft bobbin in black ink. Wrap bobbin in seam binding.
Adhere to card front.
4. Adhere black felt arrows.
5. Adhere folded linen banner piece. Adhere red roses.
6. Punch leaves from green paper with circle punch. (see above for instructions). Adhere.

Card 3
1. Trim card to 4” x 5.5” size.
2. Cut 3.75” x 5.25” layer from plaid paper. Sponge edges with ink if desired. Adhere to
card front.
3. Adhere layer of four orange tickets.
4. Stamps sentiment “seize the day” onto wood tag in permanent black ink. Stamp arrows
around sentiment. Adhere over tickets.
5. Tie bow from seam binding. Adhere over end of stamped tag.
6. Adhere teal tassel.

Card 4
1. Cut 4” x 5.5” layer of gold striped paper. Adhere to left side of card leaving white strip at
right edge.
2. Cut 2.25” x 4” strip of gold dot paper. Adhere over top third area of card.
3. Punch large circle from white card stock. Stamp with Wish Big sentiment from exclusive
stamp set onto bottom half of circle. Adhere slightly under dotted layer.
4. Adhere dream charm over gold dot on paper.
5. Adhere flower from trim, white felt star and arrow and enjoy token.

Card 5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut 4.25” x 5.5” layer of dotted black paper. Adhere to card front.
Cut 3.75” x 5” layer of black floral paper. Adhere to center of card.
Adhere two strips of pink pearl trim along top section of card as shown.
Adhere black star and two black felt arrows on card front.
Adhere enjoy wood token.
Adhere red paper flowers.

Card 6
1. Cut 4.25” x 5.5” layer of ombre paper. Adhere to card front.
2. Cut 3.75” x 5” layer of gold dot paper. Adhere to center of card. Add staples to corners if
desired.
3. Adhere gold foil doily to center of card front.
4. Clip wood tag with metal hashtag.
5. Adhere wood tag.
6. Adhere floral flair button.
7. Tie bow from twine (not included in kit). Adhere.

Kit available for purchase here: F
ollow Your Bliss Card Kit

